Rush Story Comes To Light, "Queen" Threatens House

The story of the "Queen" threatens house comes to light. The rush process, which can be stressful and demanding, is a common experience among students. It's important to manage the rush process effectively to avoid negative outcomes and maintain mental health.

Secret Tactics Are Revealed By Spy

By BILLIUS

It's a tough situation for many college students. They must balance their academic responsibilities with the social pressures of rush. However, some students have found ways to "cheat the system" and get into fraternity or sorority. Here are some tactics that have been reported by spies:

- "Dining Hall Scam" - Some students have been known to use fake resumes or fake LinkedIn profiles to get accepted into rush. Others have been caught using these tactics, which can result in disciplinary action.

- "House Party Pretend" - Some students have been known to attend rush events as if they are new members, even though they are already members of the fraternity or sorority. This can lead to serious consequences, such as expulsion.

- "Rush Day Fakery" - Some students have been known to use fake Rush Day plans to get into fraternity or sorority. Others have been caught using these tactics, which can result in disciplinary action.

- "Party Invitation Scam" - Some students have been known to use fake party invitations to get into fraternity or sorority. Others have been caught using these tactics, which can result in disciplinary action.

These tactics, while they may seem like a way to sneak past the system, are not recommended. Rush should be a fair and transparent process, and using tactics to cheat the system is not acceptable. It's important to focus on preparing for rush and participating in the process fairly, rather than using tactics to get an unfair advantage.

There's not enough food for you and the bugs

As any backyard gardener knows, you have a fight on your hands from the moment you turn your garden over to the bugs. At every step, fungus glistens, weeds rise up to nibble, and insects swarm. But don't despair, because there are a few things you can do to keep the bugs at bay.

- Traps: Race, the resident bug expert, suggests using traps to catch the bugs. This can be as simple as setting up a few bottles of beer or wine, or as complex as using pheromone traps.

- Chemicals: Many bugs can be controlled with chemicals, such as insecticides or pesticides. However, it's important to use these products responsibly and follow the instructions carefully.

- Natural Controls: There are also natural methods for controlling bugs, such as using essential oils or planting flowers that bugs don't like.

By the end of summer, the bugs should be controlled, and your garden will be ready for a new season of growth.
May Fete To Honor Mothers

The annual May Fete will be held Saturday, May 7, at 7 p.m., on the Ad Lab to honor the mothers of Idaho students.

Memorial services for...
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Spring Flings Tonight
9 P.M. in SUB Ballroom
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Welcome Notes to May Fete

The last moments of the music and dancing of the May Fete will be held at 2 p.m., May 8, in the SUB, during the May Fete Faire. The program will be presented by the...
Trackster Meet OSC Tomorrow

Coach Joe Glidden's Takis track team point tensor their first dual meet-colored victory as the season opened.

The team, which placed third in the.

In the last meet, the Takis nined.

They are the only team.
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Legislatures Face Problem Of Combining Two Schools, Assets Told

Latest proposal before the legislature of Idaho and Washington states is combining the University of Idaho and Washington State College into one big family. It has been suggested that the new college, to be called the Idaho-Washington State University, would be located in Pullman, Wash.

A committee of residents of the two states has been appointed to study the possibility of such a merger. The committee will report to the legislatures of both states in January.

Cow College Humor

Must you every time
for the cause?

Sudsy

Modern—(The normal more
kidding from behind)

Bounced

Lost And Found

Lost—REWARD FOR RETURN OF property with the name of RAYMOND, unclaimed after one month. Address to J. ROBERT PILARSKI, 112 Main St., Moscow.

New League Set

With the idea of drawing in all athletic teams could equally combine with teams in other states, the new league makes it possible for the teams to compete against each other in games played over a season. The league consists of six teams, representing the states of Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Montana, Utah, and Wyoming.

Get Ready

Everyone is excited and waiting for spring to arrive. The baseball and tennis seasons are almost upon us, and the football and basketball teams are in full swing.

Bring "Mom" to JOHNNIE'S

When you come to Variaty CAFE

Try Our Delicious FISH Dinners you KNOW the food's good.

DAVID'S

Say you're a wonderful Mother's Day gift suggestion

Magi-stretch stockings

belle-sharmer

DAVID'S' magi-stretch stockings come in the sizes perfectly fitting Leg to size range from regular Belle-sharer's! They only fit the curve shape and length of your legs, but cling to every curve from top to toe for absolute perfection. Fully fashioned with fine, tightly woven, they're beautifully sheer, incredibly soft, incredibly perfect fitting! 1.95 a pair.
GRID RESULTS REVERSED, "QUARTERBACK CINCHED"

Tragedy Strikes Grid Crew; Gary Goes Pro

The University of Idaho dropped its season opener Friday to the Idaho State Bobcats, 38-19, in the Blue-White game. The loss was the first in the Idaho State program, and the second in the Idaho Bobcats. The Idaho State program has not had a win in the Blue-White game since 1976.

Cindermenn Petition For Olympics Berth

Coug Seek Revenge From Outside Help

By M. 

"What are you doing out here?" asked Gary Goode from outside help. "Are you lost?" "No, I'm not lost," replied Gary, "I'm just trying to outdo you in the Blue-White game." Gary'sodiocy continued as he ran around the Idaho State field, kicking the ball every chance he got. "I'm going to make a name for myself," he said. "I'm going to be the best in the Blue-White game." Gary's efforts were in vain as the Idaho State Bobcats ultimately won the game, 38-19.

Idaho Win Nullified By Eligibility Ruling

Clox Journeys To Vandevlade

By M.
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